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Macaronic Verse 
 

... is a term for poetry in which two languages co-exist, often in alternating form, so 

that one implicitly comments on the other.  Historically, this has sometimes been used 

for irony or protest; this poem from 14th century England alternates lines of Middle 

English with medieval Latin - roughly, the language of the common people set against 

the language of power in that time. (The translation on the right is very rough!) 

 
The taxe hath tened vs alle,         

Probat hoc mors tot validorum     

The Kyng þerof had small         

ffuit in manibus cupidorum     

yt had ful hard hansell,         

dans causam fine dolorum;     

vengeaunce nedes most fall,         

propter peccata malorum 

The tax has ruined us all 

It proves the death of all worthy men 

The king has small gain from it 

It falls into the hands of the greedy 

It was a token of ill fortune 

And the cause of endless woes 

Vengeance certainly must fall 

On account of the evil mean's sins 

 
from the Digby collection (196) in the Bodleian Library, Oxford - courtesy of Wikipedia 

 

Incidentally this can be a brilliant discipline for the ear: asking one language to rhyme 

with another makes us very aware of the different, maybe never quite compatible,  

sound qualities of each. Macaronic verse can be used to explore more sensitive 

emotions too - the poem below may make a real French speaker wince, but the 

distance and sound-slippage between the languages is meant to be part of the point: 

 
L'exilé qui a perdu sa langue

     
the exile who has lost his language

 

turns startled by the ... is it song? 

des martinets arrivés d'autrefois   the swifts arriving from long ago 

or is it weeping? They have come too far. 

L'étranger a oublié son nom,    the stranger has forgotten his name 

where he was going to, or coming from, 

mais ces oiseaux ont traversé le ciel,   but those birds have crossed the sky 

their cries as wordless, as a tolling bell. 

Les mots étaient trop lourds, trop difficiles.     words were too heavy, too difficult 

Without them we can soar and screech and wheel. 

Ils ne restent jamais, jamais sur le terre,  they never, never rest on the earth 

its history, its logic, waiting there. 

Même s'ils n'ont plus rien à dire   although they have nothing more to say 

that nothing strikes him, now, like fear. 

 

You do not need to possess two language to write macaronically. Not only are there 

dialects and accents within English, there are many registers of language – the legal, 

say, or the bureaucratic, the languages of medicine or therapy or politics, or of any 

occupational sub-culture; each has its own tone and vocabulary, its own resident 

references and clichés.   

   If you feel moved to try a bilingual piece, of course, do... but 

for the purposes of this exercise try a macaronic poem in two registers of English. 

How you define those registers, and even the use of rhyme or not, is up to you. The 

main thing is to hear the difference between them, and make creative use of it.  


